
restricted to men. Also, in the sensitivity analyses that were
restricted to those whose alcohol diaries were ‘typical’, HRs
of 1.33 (95% CIs: 1.04–1.68) and 1.14 (95% CIs: 1.04–1.25)
were observed per 10 units/week with breast and lung cancer
respectively. For spirits alone, there were HRs of 1.63 (95%
CIs: 1.01–2.64) and 1.33 (95% CIs: 1.01–1.76) per 10 units/
week with breast and colorectal cancer respectively. Finally,
self-reported heavy consumption was associated with an
increased risk of breast cancer (HR: 4.13, 95% CIs: 1.25–
13.63).
Conclusion Alcohol consumption is associated with breast
cancer, particularly at high levels, and lung cancer, however
the latter may be due to residual confounding by smoking.
These results do not support the recent changes in alcohol
guidelines, as they do not find an increased risk at low con-
sumption levels, although this may be due to the study being
underpowered to detect small effect sizes. The results also
demonstrate alcohol type is important when assessing risk and
this should be researched further.

P84 DOES INTERGENERATIONAL SOCIAL MOBILITY AFFECT
GENERAL HEALTH, ORAL HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
FUNCTION AMONG OLDER ADULTS IN ENGLAND?

A Letelier*, A Heilmann, RG Watt, S Jivraj, G Tsakos. Epidemiology and Public Health,
University College London, London, UK

10.1136/jech-2016-208064.183

Background Socioeconomic position (SEP) influences adult
health. People who experienced material disadvantages in
childhood or adulthood tend to have higher adult disease lev-
els than their peers from more advantaged backgrounds. Even
so, life is a dynamic process and contains a series of transi-
tions that could lead people through different socioeconomic
paths. Research on social mobility takes this into account by
adopting a trajectory approach, thereby providing a long-term
view of the effect of SEP on health.

The aim of this research is examine the effects of intergen-
erational social mobility on adult general health, oral health
and functioning in a population aged 50 and over in England.
Methods This study is based on the secondary analysis of data
from the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA). Using
cross-sectional data, nine social trajectories were created based
on parental and adult occupational socio-economic position.
Regression models were used to estimate the associations
between social trajectories and the following outcomes: adult
self-rated health, self-rated oral health, oral health related
quality of life, total tooth loss and grip strength; while con-
trolling for socio-economic background and health related
behaviours.
Results Associations with adult SEP were generally stronger
than with childhood SEP, suggesting a stronger influence of
proximal rather than distal SEP on health and oral health.
Compared to the stable high group, being in the low SEP
groups in childhood and adulthood was associated with
poorer health and oral health for all examined outcome meas-
ures. For adult self-rated health and edentulousness, graded
associations with social mobility trajectories were observed.
Conclusion Intergenerational social mobility was associated
with self-rated health and total tooth loss. Compared to only
those who remained in a low SEP group over time reported
worse self-rated oral health and oral health related quality of

life, and had lower grip strength measurements. Potential limi-
tations in relation to data quality will be discussed.

P85 HISTORY, POLITICS AND VULNERABILITY: EXPLAINING
EXCESS MORTALITY IN GLASGOW

1D Walsh*, 2G McCartney, 3C Collins, 2M Taulbut, 4GD Batty. 1GCPH, Glasgow Centre for
Population Health, Glasgow, UK; 2Public Health Observatory, NHS Health Scotland,
Glasgow, UK; 3School of Media, Culture and Society, University of the West of Scotland,
Paisley, UK; 4Institute of Epidemiology and Health, University College London, London, UK

10.1136/jech-2016-208064.184

Background High levels of excess mortality (i.e. higher mortal-
ity over and above that explained by socio-economic depriva-
tion) have been observed for Glasgow in comparison with
similar post-industrial cities such as Liverpool and Manchester.
Many potential explanations have been suggested. Based on an
assessment of these hypotheses, the aim was to develop an
understanding of the most likely underlying causes.
Methods Forty hypotheses were examined, including those identi-
fied from a systematic review. The relevance of each was assessed
by means of Bradford Hill’s criteria for causality, alongside – for
hypotheses deemed causally linked to mortality – comparisons of
exposures between Glasgow and Liverpool/Manchester. Where
important gaps in the evidence base were identified, new research
was undertaken/commissioned involving literature reviews, new
data collection, and analyses of existing data sets. Relevant hypoth-
eses were further assessed in terms of links to other key risk factors.
A series of causal chains was created, each tested in terms of the
extent to which it explained the many different facets of excess
mortality. The models were further tested with key informants
from public health and other disciplines.
Results Key to the explanatory model for Glasgow is that the
city was made more vulnerable to important socio-economic
(deprivation, deindustrialisation) and political (detrimental eco-
nomic policies) exposures, resulting in more adverse outcomes.
This vulnerability was generated by a series of historical fac-
tors/processes including: the lagged effects of historical levels
of overcrowding; Scottish Office policy in post-war decades
including the socially-selective relocation of population to out-
side the city; more detrimental processes of urban change
resulting in relatively worse living conditions; and differences
in local government responses to UK economic policy in the
1980s which conferred protective effects on comparator cities.
Further resulting protective factors were identified e.g. greater
social capital in Liverpool. Other contributory factors were
highlighted, including the inadequate measurement of
deprivation.
Conclusion A number of important weaknesses are acknowl-
edged e.g. a lack of available evidence for some hypotheses,
and an inability to quantify the effect of each component of
the model on excess mortality. Despite this, the work has
helped to further understanding of the underlying causes of
Glasgow’s excess mortality. The implications for policy include
the need to address three issues simultaneously: to protect
against key exposures (e.g. poverty) which impact detrimen-
tally across all UK cities; to address the existing consequences
of Glasgow’s vulnerability; and to mitigate against the effects
of future vulnerabilities which are likely to emerge from UK
Government ‘welfare reform’ policies.
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